BASIS STATEMENT FOR ADOPTION OF CMR 026-01, CHAPTER 51—NOTICE OF AERIAL PESTICIDE APPLICATIONS

Basis Statement

Surveillance data from the last decade show that mosquito-borne viruses are on the increase in Maine. The first confirmed human case of West Nile Virus in Maine was documented in 2012. Maine’s Arboviral Illness Surveillance, Prevention and Response Plan is based on a national model and is similar to most other states. That plan calls for the Maine Center for Disease Control and Prevention to recommend adult mosquito control programs in targeted areas of the state if the threat of mosquito-borne disease reaches the “high” or “critical” phase. Conducting these programs would not be feasible under current state law.

Chapter 51 details requirements for notice of aerial applications. Originally, the intent of the Board was to exempt government-sponsored, wide-area vector control programs from the entire chapter because notice requirements are included in Chapter 20 in lieu of individual notification. Comments received during comment period suggested that certain elements of Chapter 51 were still feasible. The Board agreed with those comments and revised its proposed amendments consistent with the comments. Notably, the Board decided there was value in retaining the requirement for notice to the Board and Maine Poison Control Center as described in the chapter.

The majority of comments received during the comment period indicate that many people have concerns about wide-area spraying of pesticides for control of mosquitoes. The Board also has concerns, but concluded that its role has never been to determine whether pests should be controlled with pesticides. Rather, the Board’s role has always been to ensure that applicators are appropriately trained and to prescribe best practices for the application of pesticides. The Board would like to emphasize that it is not recommending spraying, but is amending its rules to make urgent public health related spraying feasible if Maine’s public health officials determine that control of adult mosquitoes is in the best interest of the state.

Impact on Small Business

In accordance with 5 MRSA §8052, sub-§5-A, a statement of the impact on small business has been prepared. Information is available upon request from the Maine Board of Pesticides Control office, State House Station #28, Augusta, Maine 04333-0028, telephone 207-287-2731.

Provisional Adoption

At its May 24, 2014 meeting, the Board provisionally adopted the major substantive amendments to Chapter 51.

Legislative Approval

On June 26, 2013 and January 14, 2014 the Joint Standing Committee on Agriculture, Conservation and Forestry (ACF) held public hearings on LD 1569, the resolve authorizing final adoption of the amendments. Work sessions were held on June 26, 2013, January 14, 2014 and January 23, 2014. Subsequently the ACF reported the resolve out as ought-to-pass as amended. The Legislature enacted the resolve and it became law without the Governor’s signature on February 26, 2014 (Resolve 2013, Chapter 86).
Rulemaking Statement of Impact on Small Business
5 MRSA §8052, sub-§5-A

Agency
Department of Agriculture, Conservation and Forestry—Maine Board of Pesticides Control

Chapter Number and Title of Rule
CMR 01-026, Chapter 51—Notice of Aerial Pesticide Applications

Identification of the Types and an Estimate of the Number of the Small Businesses Subject to the Proposed Rule
There are currently two companies that contract to make aerial pesticide applications in Maine that might benefit from the proposed amendments.

Projected Reporting, Record Keeping, and Other Administrative Costs Required for Compliance with the Proposed Rule, including the Type of Professional Skills Necessary for Preparation of the Report or Record
There are no reporting or other administrative costs associated with the proposed amendments that would impact small businesses.

Brief Statement of the Probable Impact on Affected Small Businesses
The proposed amendments would reduce the administrative burdens on small businesses.

Description of Any Less Intrusive or Less Costly, Reasonable Alternative Methods of Achieving the Purposes of the Proposed Rule
Since there are no anticipated impacts on small businesses, there are no less intrusive or less costly alternatives.
SUMMARY: These regulations describe the notification requirements for persons contracting aerial pesticide applications to control forest, ornamental plant, right-of-way, biting fly and public health pests.

Section I. Content of All Newspaper Articles/Advertisements, Written Notices to Property Owners and Posters

A. All newspaper articles/advertisements and written notices to property owners required by this chapter shall contain the following:

1. Description of the target area sufficient to inform people who may be in the vicinity.

2. Name of the person who contracts for the application or her/his representative or the applicator and the address and telephone number to contact for more specific information about the intended application.

3. Intended purpose of the pesticide application.

4. Pesticide(s) to be used.

5. Date or reasonable range of dates on which application(s) are proposed to take place.

6. Telephone number of the Maine Board of Pesticides Control.

7. Telephone number of the Maine Poison Control Center.

8. Public precautions which appear on the pesticide label.

B. All newspaper articles/advertisements must be printed in a minimum of 10 point types and at least 2 inches wide.

C. All posters required by this chapter shall contain the following:

1. Name of the person who contracts for the application or her/his representative or the applicator and the address and telephone number to contact for more specific information about the intended application.

2. Intended purpose of the pesticide application.

3. Pesticide(s) to be used.
4. Telephone number of the Maine Board of Pesticides Control
5. Telephone number of the Maine Poison Control Center.
6. Public precautions which appear on the pesticide label.

Section II. Forest Insect Applications

A. Responsible Parties

1. In the event of a forest insect spray program administered pursuant to Title 12, Chapter 801, the Maine Department of Conservation, Bureau of Forestry, is responsible for notices.

2. In the case of any other forest insect aerial spray activity, responsibility for notices lies with the landowner, her/his representative or the lessee if the land is leased.

B. Newspaper Articles/Advertisements and Written Notices to Property Owners

1. An article about/advertisement of a major forest insect aerial spray application shall be published in a newspaper of general circulation in the affected area at least 14 days but not more than 30 days prior to commencement of planned spray activity.

2. An article about/advertisement of a minor forest insect aerial spray application shall be published in a newspaper of general circulation in the affected area at least 4 days but not more than 10 days prior to commencement of planned spray activity.

3. An addition of spray areas not specified in the original newspaper article/advertisement and any change from the insecticides specified in the original article/advertisement shall be published in the same newspaper at least 24 hours before the change is effected.

4. A written notice of all forest insect aerial pesticide applications shall be provided to the person(s) owning property or using residential rental, commercial or institutional buildings within 500 feet of the intended target site at least 3 days but not more than 60 days before the commencement of the intended spray applications. The notice shall contain the information required in Section I(A). For absentee property owners who are difficult to locate, certified or equivalent mailing of the notice to the address listed in the Town tax record shall be considered sufficient notice.
C. **Posting of Areas Subject to Major and Minor Forest Insect Aerial Spray Applications**

1. A poster shall be posed conspicuously just prior to the planned spray activity and shall not be removed by the landowner or landowner's agent for at least 2 days (48 hours) after spray activity ceases. Areas that shall be posed include each major point of ingress and egress of the public into the area to be sprayed. Major points of ingress and egress include federal, state, municipal and private roads open to the public and known to be used by the public that lead into the area to be sprayed; utility crossings of these roads; known boat launching sites on rivers leading through spray areas and within the boundaries of the land owned by the person authorizing the spray activity; and marked points of access to foot trails known to be used by the public.

2. Posters shall be constructed of brightly colored, weather resistant stock and shall be at least 11 x 14 inches in size. They shall contain the information required in Section I(C). The information shall be printed in both English and French.

D. **Written Notice to the Board and the Maine Poison Control Center**

1. A written notice shall be given to the Board and to the Maine Poison Control Center according to the following schedule:

   a. Written notice of major forest insect aerial spray applications shall be given to the Board and the Maine Poison Control Center at least 15 days but not more than 30 days prior to the commencement of planned spray activity.

   b. Written notice of minor forest insect spray application shall be given to the Board and the Maine Poison Control Center at least 5 days prior to the commencement of planned spray activity.

   c. Any addition of spray blocks not specified in the original notice to the Board and any change in pesticide assignments to particular blocks shall be given to the Board as soon as practicable, and in any case every reasonable effort shall be made to give notice of change to the Board prior to initiation of pesticide application. Notice under this subsection may be accomplished by telephone communication with the Board's office.

2. **Notice to the Board.** These notices shall be prepared on forms provided by the Board and shall consist of:

   a. A description of the proposed spray activity including detailed spray application maps showing sensitive areas and major public routes of ingress and egress. Use of *The Maine Atlas and Gazetteer*, by DeLorme Mapping Company or some other similar atlas is the suggested format for the base map.

   b. The date or dates on which spraying is proposed to take place.
c. The name, address, telephone number and license number of the spray contracting firm which will carry out the spray activity.

d. Pesticide(s) to be used, dilution agent(s), ratio(s) and notation of any experimental applications.

e. A listing of precautions taken to insure notice to the public, including copies of the newspaper notice and the poster to be used.

f. The name, address and telephone number of a contact person who will be reasonably accessible by telephone and who will make reasonably current and detailed information about the project available to the Board promptly upon request.

3. Notice to the Maine Poison Control Center. These notices shall be prepared on forms provided by the Board and shall consist of:

   a. A description of the general area the proposed application activity will take place.

   b. The date or dates on which spraying is proposed to take place.

   c. Pesticide(s) to be used, dilution agent(s), ratio(s) and notation of any experimental applications.

   d. The name, address and telephone number of a contact person who will be reasonably accessible by telephone and who will make reasonably current and detailed information about the project available to the Maine Poison Control Center promptly upon request.

Section III. Ornamental Plant Applications

A. Responsible Parties

The licensed applicator must provide the person contracting for services with the proper materials to provide notification according to the provisions described in this chapter. The licensed applicator must not commence spray activities until the person contracting for the services provides written proof that the notification procedures contained Section III(B) and (C) have been completed. The person who provides the notification and certifies that the requirements have been fulfilled is responsible for that notification.

B. Newspaper Articles/Advertisements and Written Notices to Property Owners

1. An article about/advertisement of ornamental plant aerial pesticide applications shall be published in a paper of general circulation in the affected area at least 3 days but not more than 60 days prior to the commencement of the intended spray
activity. The article/advertisement shall contain the information required in section I(A) and (B) and shall not be limited to a legal notice.

2. A written notice of ornamental plant aerial pesticide applications shall be provided to the person(s) owning property or using residential rental, commercial or institutional buildings within 500 feet of the intended target site at least 3 days but not more than 60 days before the commencement of the intended spray applications. The notice shall contain the information required in Section I(A). For absentee property owners who are difficult to locate, certified or equivalent mailing of the notice to the address listed in the Town tax record shall be considered sufficient notice.

C. Written Notice to the Board and the Maine Poison Control Center

Written notices to the Board and the Maine Poison Control Center must be given according to Section VI of this rule (Notices to the Board and the Maine Poison Control Center for Other Than Aerial Forest Insect Applications).

Section IV. Rights-Of-Way, Forest Vegetation Management and Other Forest Pest Applications

A. Responsible Parties

The licensed applicator must provide the person contracting for services with the proper materials to provide notification according to the provisions described in this chapter. The licensed applicator must not commence spray activities until the person contracting for the services provides written proof that the notification procedures contained Section IV(B) and (C) have been completed. The person who provides the notification and certifies that the requirements have been fulfilled is responsible for that notification.

B. Newspaper Articles/Advertisements or Written Notices to Property Owners

1. An article about/advertisement of rights-of-way, forest vegetation management or other forest pest aerial pesticide applications shall be published in a paper of general circulation in the affected area at least 3 days but not more than 60 days prior to the commencement of the intended spray activity. The article/advertisement shall contain the information required in Section I(A) and (B) and shall not be limited to a legal notice or;

2. In areas where there is no regular newspaper circulation, the person contracting for services may substitute individual notice to all landowners within 500 feet of the target site. This individual notice shall be provided to the person(s) owning property or using residential rental, commercial or institutional buildings within 500 feet of the intended target site at least 3 days but not more than 60 days before the commencement of the intended spray applications. The notice shall contain the information required in Section I(A). For absentee property owners who are difficult to locate, certified or equivalent mailing of the notice to the address listed in the Town tax record shall be considered sufficient notice.
C. Posting Requirements for Rights-of-Way, Forest Vegetation Management and Other Forest Pest Aerial Applications

1. A poster shall be posed conspicuously just prior to the planned spray activity and shall not be removed by the landowner or landowner's agent for at least 2 days (48 hours) after spray activity ceases. The poster shall contain the information required in Section I(C). Areas that shall be posed include each major point of ingress and egress of the public into the area to be sprayed. Major points of ingress and egress include federal, state, municipal and private roads open to the public and known to be used by the public that lead into the area to be sprayed; utility crossings of these roads and any place a maintained public trail enters the application site.

2. Poster shall be constructed of brightly colored, weather resistant stock and shall be at least 11 x 14 inches in size. The information shall be printed in both English and French.

D. Written Notice to the Board and the Maine Poison Control Center

Written notices to the Board and the Maine Poison Control Center must be given according to Section VI of this rule (Notices to the Board and the Maine Poison Control Center for Other Than Aerial Forest Insect Applications).

Section V. Biting Fly and Public Health Pest Applications

A. Responsible Parties

The licensed applicator must provide the person contracting for services with the proper materials to provide notification according to the provisions described in this chapter. The licensed applicator must not commence spray activities until the person contracting for the services provides written proof that the notification procedures contained Section V(B) and (C) have been completed. The person who provides the notification and certifies that the requirements have been fulfilled is responsible for that notification.

B. Newspaper Articles/Advertisements and Written Notice to Property Owners

1. An article about/advertisement of biting fly and public health pest aerial pesticide applications shall be published in a paper of general circulation in the affected area at least 3 days but not more than 60 days prior to the commencement of the intended spray activity. The article/advertisement shall contain the information required in Section I(A) and (B) and shall not be limited to a legal notice.

2. A written notice shall be provided to the person(s) owning property or using residential rental, commercial or institutional buildings within 500 feet of the intended target site at least 3 days but not more than 60 days before the commencement of the intended spray applications. The notice shall contain the information required in Section I(A). For absentee property owners who are
difficult to locate, certified or equivalent mailing of the notice to the address listed in the Town tax record shall be considered sufficient notice.

C. **Written Notice to the Board and the Maine Poison Control Center**

Written notices to the Board and the Maine Poison Control Center must be given according to Section VI of this rule (Notices to the Board and the Maine Poison Control Center for Other Than Aerial Forest Insect Applications).

**Section VI. Notices to the Board and the Maine Poison Control Center for Other Than Aerial Forest Insect Applications**

A. A written notice shall be given to the Board and the Maine Poison Control Center at least 7 days but not more than 30 days prior to the commencement of planned spray activity.

B. These notices shall be prepared on forms provided by the Board and shall consist of:

1. **Written notice to the Board**
   
   a. A description of the proposed spray activity including detailed spray application maps showing sensitive areas and major public routes of ingress and egress. *Use of The Maine Atlas and Gazetteer*, by DeLorme Mapping Company or some other similar atlas is the suggested format for the base map.
   
   b. The date or dates on which spraying is proposed to take place.
   
   c. A description of the delivery mechanism which shall include the name, address, telephone number and license number of the spray contracting firm which will carry out the spray activity.
   
   d. Pesticide(s) to be used, dilution agent(s), ratio(s) and notation of any experimental applications.
   
   e. A listing of precautions taken to insure notice to the public, including copies of the newspaper notice or the notice given to person(s) owning property or using residential rental, commercial or institutional buildings within 500 feet of the intended target site.
   
   f. The name, address and telephone number of a contact person who will be reasonably accessible by telephone and who will make reasonably current and detailed information about the project available to the Board promptly upon request.

2. **Written notice to the Maine Poison Control Center**

   a. A description of the general area the proposed application activity will take place.
b. The date or dates on which spraying is proposed to take place.

c. Pesticide(s) to be used, dilution agent(s), ratio(s) and notation of any experimental applications.

d. The name, address and telephone number of a contact person who will be reasonably accessible by telephone and who will make reasonably current and detailed information about the project available to the Maine Poison Control Center promptly upon request.

C. Any addition of spray blocks not specified in the original notice to the Board and any change in pesticide assignments to particular blocks shall be given to the Board as soon as practicable, and in any case every reasonable effort shall be made to give notice of change to the Board prior to initiation of pesticide application. Notice under this subsection may be accomplished by telephone communication with the Board's staff.

Section VII. Variances From Notice Requirements

A. Disease Vectors

When the Maine Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recommends control of disease vectors, government sponsored vector control programs are exempt from this chapter provided that the responsible governmental entity submits the written notice to Board and the written notice to the Maine Poison Control Center as described in this chapter.

B. Other Emergencies

The Board's staff may grant an emergency variance from the notice requirements set forth in Sections III, IV, V and VI of this chapter if the notice requirements prevent efficacious application of pesticide(s) and the staff determines that an emergency situation exists.

1. An emergency situation:

   a. Involves the introduction or dissemination of a pest new to or not theretofore known to be widely prevalent or distributed within or throughout the United States and its territories; or

   b. Will present significant risks to human health; or

   c. Will present significant risks to threatened or endangered species, beneficial organisms, unique ecosystems or the environment; or

   d. Will cause significant economic loss due to:

      i. an outbreak or an expected outbreak of a pest; or
ii. a change in plant growth or development caused by unusual environmental conditions where such change can be rectified by the use of a pesticide(s).

2. Any emergency variance granted by the staff under this section shall include provisions demonstrating the applicant will furnish substantially equivalent notification as provided by this chapter and shall include:

a. Documented notification of person(s) owning property or using commercial or institutional buildings within 500 feet of the intended target site prior to the pesticide application and where appropriate;

b. Radio or television announcements or,

c. Prominently positioned poster.

3. No variance may be granted if the emergency situation is the result of an unjustifiable delay created by the person seeking the variance or the person requesting the pesticide application.

4. If the staff does not grant the variance, the applicator or the person requesting the pesticide application may petition the Board for exemption following the requirements set forth in 22 M.R.S.A. §1471-T, "Exemption".

STATUTORY AUTHORITY: 22 M.R.S.A. §1471-G, M, R and T

EFFECTIVE DATE:
August 12, 1985

AMENDED:
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April 19, 1994
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EFFECTIVE DATE (ELECTRONIC CONVERSION):
March 1, 1997

AMENDED:
April 14, 1998 - inserted “residential rental,” in II(B)(4), III(B)(2), IV(B)(2), V(B)(2), VI(B)(1)(c); conversion to MS Word 2.0.
March 5, 2003 - VI(A), filing 2003-62
July 11, 2012 - spelling correction in Section 2(B)(3)